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Abstract

It has been recently shown that linearly indexed Assignment Codes can be efficiently used for coding
several problems especially in signal processing and matrix algebra. In fact, mathematical expressions
for many algorithms are directly in the form of linearly indexed codes, and examples include the formulas
for matrix multiplication, any m- dimensional convolution /correlation, matrix transposition, and solving
matrix Lyapunov's equation. Systematic procedures for converting linearly indexed Assignment Codes
to localized algorithms that are closely related to Regular Iterative Algorithms (RIAs) have also been
developed. These localized algorithms can be often efficiently scheduled by modeling them as RIAs;
however, it is not always efficient to do so. In this paper we shall analyze and develop systematic
procedures for determining efficient schedules directly for the linearly indexed ACs and tL localized
algorithms. We shall also illustrate our procedures by determining schedules for examples such as
matrix transposition and Gauss -Jordan elimination algorithm.

1 Introduction

It is well known by now that algorithms expressed as Regular Iterative Algorithms (RIAs) can be optimally
scheduled and implemented on systolic arrays or on a generalized class of architectures that retain most of
the desirable properties of systolic arrays and are termed as regular iterative arrays [7], [11], [13], [12], [6],
[9], [18], [15], [8]. Most algorithms, however, are not available to the designer in the form of an RIA. The
available representations are mostly in the form of sequential programs or mathematical expressions. In
order to use the powerful and elegant theory of RIAs, several researchers have proposed methodologies to
convert various intermediate representations of algorithms int-J RIAs or into forms that are closely related
to RIAs.

A useful class of initial representations has been termed as linearly indexed Assignment Codes (ACs)
[18], [16], [17]. Such codes have been shown to be very close to mathematical expressions for a number of
problems, especially in signal processing and matrix algebra. A linearly indexed AC has statements of the
form

x(PI -1- d) depends on y(QI + e) for all I E I C Zs (1)
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where P and Q are integral matrices independent of I, I is an index space which is the set of all lattice
points enclosed within a specified region in a S- dimensional Euclidean space and d, e are constant dis-
placement vectors. P and Q are often referred to as the indexing matrices. Many algorithms are actually
directly available as (1), and examples include the formulas for matrix multiplication, any m- dimensional
convolution /correlation, matrix transposition, and solving matrix Lyapunov's equation (see e.g. , [18]).

Algorithms that are not directly in the form of (1) can often be easily put in that form by analyzing their
sequential representations (see e.g. , [11], [18]).

Several researchers [4], [10], [2], [19], [1], [3] have tried to develop procedures for converting linearly
indexed ACs to codes that are close to RIAs . However, it is only recently that a complete and a systematic
procedure for transforming such codes has been proposed in [18], [16], [17]. The systematic procedure for
conversion has been termed as the localization procedure and the derived algorithms have been termed as
localized algorithms. The localized algorithms have regular dependence graphs that are not as homogeneous
as the dependence graphs of RIAs. In particular, the localized algorithms may have dependences and
variables that are defined only in specific parts of the dependence graphs, instead of being defined over the
whole graph. Such algorithms can be modeled as those that have statements of the form

x2(I) = f2(xi(I - dii), . , xv(I - dtv)) V I E Ii (2)

where the index space I; may be different for each such statement.
The goal of this paper can now be motivated as follows. Procedures for exploiting the regularity of the

dependence graphs of RIAs to systematically derive asymptotically optimal schedules are well known by
now. However, the question is: Can one develop similar procedures for the localized algorithms that have
statements of the form (2)? The answer does not turn out to be easy, and in fact a general scheduling
theory for such algorithms has not been developed. In this paper we shall analyze and develop systematic
procedures for scheduling certain classes of linearly indexed ACs and localized algorithms. In the process,
we shall also generalize several results that are known for RIAs to the case of linearly indexed codes.

An easy but often effective way of scheduling localized algorithms is to ignore the inhomogeneties and
treat the algorithm as an RIA. In fact, such a strategy is commonly adopted while scheduling algorithms
such as the Gaussian elimination algorithm without pivoting. In this approach, however, one introduces
additional dependences and hence the analysis and implementations may turn out to be suboptimal and
inefficient. As an example, it can be shown [18], [14] that if the localized algorithm for Gauss -Jordan
elimination algorithm is treated as a single RIA then the resulting algorithm admits no affine schedule and
cannot be implemented on systolic arrays. We should mention here that one of the results in this paper
shows how to determine affine schedules for the Gauss -Jordan algorithm by breaking up the localized
algorithm into two RIAs.

In this paper, we shall first analyze how to determine affine schedules for the linearly indexed algorithms
from which the localized algorithms are derived. If we are able to analyze and schedule the linearly indexed
codes then of course the task of analyzing and scheduling the localized algorithms will become easier.
For example, if the underlying linearly indexed code does not admit affine schedules, surely then one
cannot find an affine schedule for the algorithms obtained after localization. In Section 2, we shall study
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of affine schedules for linearly indexed codes. We
shall show that under certain assumptions, the existence of affine schedules can be determined by solving
a set of linear inequalities, whose size is independent of the size of the index space. In the process, we are
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able to find affine schedules for problems that could not be so scheduled by results reported earlier in [20],
[21].

In Section 3, we shall deal with the issue of scheduling localized algorithms which do not admit affine
schedules if one wants to schedule all variables using the same affine function. We show that such algorithms
may still have affine schedules if the dependence graphs are properly partitioned. In other words, the whole
algorithm may not admit a single affine schedule; however, when properly partitioned, each partition
can have a separate schedule which is then consistent with the schedules of variables in other partitions.
We will further apply this idea to examples such as matrix transposition and Gauss -Jordan elimination
algorithm.

2 Affine Schedules for Linearly Indexed Codes

In this section we shall study the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of affine schedules
of linearly indexed codes. In a linearly indexed code, the statements are of the form

xi(PiI + di) = f(xl(Qi1I + eii), . . . , xj(Qijl + eij), . . . , xv(QiVI + eiv))

`d I E Ii. If an affine schedule exists then one must have vectors A = [A1 As] and f = [yl yV]T

such that
AT(PiI + di) +7i- AT(Qijl +eij) -yj > 0 V j = 1,.., V

and V I E I. We can rewrite the above inequality, and for every j we will get a constraint of the form

AT (Pi - Qij )I + AT (di - eij ) + 'Yi -yj > 0 (3)

dI E I.
If Pi = Qij = ISxS (i.e. , the identity matrix), then of course (3) reduces to a single linear inequality

and solutions to such systems of linear inequalities have been studied in great detail in the context of RIAs
[11], [18].

For arbitrary indexing matrices, Pi Qij, one can derive a system of linear inequalities by evaluating (3)
for every I E Ii. This, however, will lead to a linear programming problem whose size will depend on the
extent of the range space of (Pi - Qij) as determined by the index space Ii. In order to avoid evaluating
(3) for every I, the underlying range space should have a structure i.e. , one should be able to describe it
without enumerating all possible index points. One such description that we shall study here is called a
cone.

Definition 1 Given a set of vectors ai E Rn , i = 1, , m; the cone generated by the set {ai }, denoted

by C(ai), is
m

C(ai) = {x E Rn : X = E 7Ciai, ri> 0}.
4=1

Our assumption in the rest of this section will be the following.
Assumption 1 For every j = 1, , V, the range space of (Pi - Qij), as determined by the index space
I - i can be described by a cone C(aij).
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Thus we shall assume that there are vectors aid such that if I = (Pi - Qii)J, J E I;, then I can be
expressed as

I= Eiriaii Sri >0
i =1

. We shall see later that such an assumption is not too restrictive and in many examples, the range space of
(Pi - Qii) can be described as a cone or its subset. Before we proceed further, another necessary definition
will be introduced.

Definition 2 Let C(ai) be the cone generated by the vectors ai, i = 1, m, also let ai be the vector with
the maximum length, i.e. ,

I I a.i l i > haul, for all i = 1, , m. Then, the neighborhood N(ai) of the cone
C(ai) is defined as

N(ai) = {x E C(ai) : x is integral, and IIxii < IIa.iII }.

Note that, by definition, the vectors defining the cone (i.e. , ai) belong to N(ai). Also, since the vectors
in N(ai) are restricted to be integral, the set N(ai) has only finite number of vectors. Next, we present
a lemma which will prove to be useful in proving a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
affine schedules.

Lemma 1 Let C(ai) be the cone generated by a set of vectors ai, i = 1 m, and also let N(ai) be its
neighborhood. If A E Rn such that AT ai > 0 for all i = 1, ,m , then for every vector v E C(ai) and
v N(ai), there exists p such that ATv > ATap.

Proof: Since y E C(ai), we have

v irai (4)
i =1

where, 7ri >. Also, y N(ai); hence, we have IIvII > IIaiII, for all i = 1, , m. This implies that
> 1. This is because

m m

IIviI < (Eri)IIaiII
i =1 i =1

where ai is the vector with maximum length. Since, y V N(ai) we have PI! > !Jail', which implies that
zri > 1.

Now, let ap be such that 0 < ATap < AT ai, for all i = 1, , m; then
m m

ATv = E1riATai > (E iri)ATap.
i=1 i=1

Since > iri > 1, we have ATv > ATap.

Now, we can present the following theorem, which basically shows that if we make Assumption 1, then one
can determine the existence of affine schedules for linearly indexed codes by dealing with a set of inequal-
ities whose size is independent of the size of the index space

Theorem 1 Let the conditions in Assumption

¡1

be true. That is, for every dependence of the form

xi(Pi + di) = f(xi(Qii + ei.i)) V I E Iq

we have a cone C(aii) that defines the range space of (Pi -Qii) as determined by the index space I;. Then,
the given linearly indexed code will have an affine schedule if and only if there exist A and r such that
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1. Every x E N(aij) satisfies
ATx +AT(di -eij) +7i -7j > 0

2. Every vector {aij }, defining the cone C(aij) satisfies ATaij > O.

Proof: If the given linearly indexed code admits an affine schedule then (3) is satisfied, that is for every
x= (Pi - Qij)I and IE we have

ATx+AT (di -eij)+7=-7j > O. (5)

By Assumption 1 and the definition of the neighborhood set N(aij) we know that every x E N(aij) can be
expressed as x = (Pi - Qij)I for some I E Ii; hence, every x E N(aij) satisfies

ATx +AT(di -eij) +7i -7j > 0

Moreover, for every aij and a > 0, aaij E C(aij). Hence, (5), is satisfied when x = aaij. However, if
ATaij < 0, then one can always choose a large enough such that (5) is not satisfied. Thus, ATaij > O.

Next let us assume that conditions 1 and 2 in the statement of the theorem are satisfied. By Assumption
1, every x such that x = (Pi - Qij)I for some I E Ii, belongs to the cone C(aij) and can be expressed
as x = E1rka . We have to show that (3) is satisfied. If x = (Pi - Qij)I E N(aij), then obviously by
condition 1, (3) is satisfied.

Next, let us consider x = (Pi -Qij)I E C(aij) but x N(aij). By Lemma 1 we know that there exists
a k such that ATx > ATa . Now, we know that alic3 E N(aij), hence, ATa + AT(di - eij) + yi - -yj > O.
Since, ATx > ATa > 0, we have ATx + AT(di + eij) + 7s -7j > O. Thus, (3) is satisfied and hence the
linearly indexed code has an affine schedule.

As stated before, the significance of the above theorem lies in reducing the size of the set of linear
inequalities of the form (3) that one has to check in order to determine an affine schedule. To be more
precise, for every dependence of the form

xi(PiI + di) = fi(x3(Qi3I + eij)) (6)

one has to consider for every x E N(aij an inequality of the type

ATx +AT(di - eij) +(7i -7j) > 0

Where N(aij is the neighborhood set of the cone C(ai)) that describes the range space of (Pi - Qij).
We showed that N(aij) has finite cardinality; hence, the number of linear inequalities generated by every
dependence of the form (6) is fixed and is determined by the size of N(aij).

One can further simplify the above analysis and derive a sufficient condition for the existence of affine
schedules as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Let the conditions in Assumption 1 be true. That is, for every dependence of the form

xi(Pi + di) = f(xj(Qij + eij)) V I E Ii

we have a cone C(aij) that defines the range space of (Pi- Qij) as determined by the index space Ii. Then,
the given linearly indexed code will have an affine schedule if there exist A and F such that
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1.

AT (di - -7i > 0
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Proof: We have to show that the following inequality is satisfied by all I = (Pi - Qii)J, J E

AT/ +AT(di- eii) +7i - > O.

However, from Assumption 1 we know that

I = > lriai,, Sri > O.

Also by condition 2 in the statement of the theorem, we have AT ai j > 0; hence AT/ = 7riAT aid > O.

We are also given AT (di - 7i -73 > O. Hence, we have AT/ + AT (di - eii) + yi -yi > 0, for all
I = (Pi - Qii)J, J E I;. In other words, A and F define an affine schedule for the given linearly indexed
code.

A sufficient condition for the existence of affine schedules has been presented in [20]; however, we are
going to show that the conditions presented are stronger. In particular, they restrict the scheduling vector
A to be such that for every affine dependence one should have

AT(Pi-(2ij)=0. (7)

Once A is so restricted, then the sufficient condition can be expressed solely in terms of the constant index
displacement vectors di and eij. That is for every affine dependence one should have

AT(di- 7i-7; > O.

As illustrated in one of the examples in this section, it is not always possible to satisfy (7); however, one
may still be able to determine affine schedules by procedures suggested by Theorems 1 and 2.

The other major drawback of a strong condition of the form (7) can be explained in the context of
localization. Recall that in Section 4.2 we observed that the global dependences in the dependence graph
of linearly indexed code lie in the range space of the matrix (Pi - Qi,). Thus an algorithm obtained
after localizing the global dependences will have dependences that are in the range space of (Pi - Qq).
If however, AT (Pi - Qij) = 0, then the dependences introduced by the localization algorithm, cannot be
separated by the scheduling vector A. Hence, the affine schedule for the linearly indexed code will not be
a valid schedule for the localized algorithm.

The following two examples illustrate some of the concepts that have been stressed in this section.
Example 1: Consider the following linearly indexed assignment code

Here,

x(i,j) = f(y(0, -i - 1)) V 0 < i,j < n

1 0; 0 0 e= 0 ; d=0.
0 1 -1 0 -1
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1.

2. Every vector {dij}, defining the cone C(dij) satisfies A.Tdij > 0.

Proof: We have to show that the following inequality is satisfied by all / = (Pi - Qij}J, J £

AT/+AT(dt--e^) + 7t-7j > 0. 

However, from Assumption 1 we know that

-at-j, ^f > 0.

Also by condition 2 in the statement of the theorem, we have A.Tdij > 0; hence KTI — ^PTi^A^a^- > 0. 
We are also given AT (d; - eij} + 7,- - 7j > 0. Hence, we have AT7 + AT(d; - et-j) + 7,- - 7^ > 0, for all 
/ = (Pi — Qij)J, J £ I]. In other words, A and F define an affine schedule for the given linearly indexed 
code. D

A sufficient condition for the existence of affine schedules has been presented in [20]; however, we are 
going to show that the conditions presented are stronger. In particular, they restrict the scheduling vector 
A to be such that for every affine dependence one should have

AT(/> - Qij) = 0. (7)

Once A is so restricted, then the sufficient condition can be expressed solely in terms of the constant index 
displacement vectors d{ and e,-j. That is for every affine dependence one should have

AT(di -etj ) + -fi -jj > 0.

As illustrated in one of the examples in this section, it is not always possible to satisfy (7); however, one 
may still be able to determine affine schedules by procedures suggested by Theorems 1 and 2.

The other major drawback of a strong condition of the form (7) can be explained in the context of 
localization. Recall that in Section 4.2 we observed that the global dependences in the dependence graph 
of linearly indexed code lie in the range space of the matrix (Pi — Qij). Thus an algorithm obtained 
after localizing the global dependences will have dependences that are in the range space of (Pi - Qij). 
If however, A T(Pi - Qij} = 0, then the dependences introduced by the localization algorithm, cannot be 
separated by the scheduling vector A. Hence, the affine schedule for the linearly indexed code will not be 
a valid schedule for the localized algorithm.

The following two examples illustrate some of the concepts that have been stressed in this section. 
Example 1: Consider the following linearly indexed assignment code

-i- 1)) V 0 < ij < n 

Here,

p= \l I]' «=[-°i ol ! e =f°-i
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and

PQ=P= 1
0

.
1 1

Also the index space I = {(i, j)I 0 < i,j < n }, hence the range space of (P - Q) as determined by the
index space I is a cone C(ai) defined by the vectors

1 0ai=
;

a2= .

Only vector within the cone C(ai), which has smaller length is the 0 vector. Hence, the neighborhood set
of the cone , is given as N(ai) = {al, a2, 0 }. Thus, following Theorem 1, for an affine schedule to exist
one should have

ATx- ATe+7x -7y > 0

where x takes the three values in N(ai). We also should have ATai > O. If these five inequalities are
written in the matrix form then we obtain

[7x 'Yy] I 11 11 11 0 0 ] + 2] [ 2 2 1 1 ó J

> [1 1 1 1 1].

Note that the above set of inequalities is very similar to those we obtained while discussing affine schedules
for RIAs. If the above linearly indexed statement is the only one in the algorithm, then a solution to the
scheduling problem is given by,

1 = 1; A2 = 1; 7x = 7y = O.

Example 2: In this example we shall show a simple example where the sufficient conditions discussed
in [20], [21] fail to yield an affine schedule; however, we shall show that our procedure can be easily used
to determine an affine schedules. Let us consider the following two linerly indexed assignment codes:

x1(i,7) = fi(yl(i - 1, -i - 1)) and x2(i, ) = .fi(y2(j - 1, -.7))

where 0 < i, j < n. In the above statements the indexing matrices and there differences are

Q1 =

Q2 =

P1 - Q1 =

P2-Q2 =

0 0

1 1

Now, one can easily verify that the only vector A that satisfies (7) is A = 0 i.e. , AT (Pi - Q1) = 0 and
AT (P2 - Q2) = 0 imply that A = 0. Hence, the above set of linearly indexed codes cannot be scheduled
using the sufficient conditions stated in [20], [21].

One can however, carry out an analysis similar to that in example 1 and show that a valid scheduling
vector can be given as:

1=1, A2=1, I'=0.
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and
P-Q=P= 1 0

1 1

Also the index space I = {(i,j)| 0 < i, j < n}, hence the range space of (P — Q) as determined by the 
index space I is a cone C(at-) defined by the vectors

a2 =

Only vector within the cone C(az-), which has smaller length is the 0 vector. Hence, the neighborhood set 
of the cone , is given as N(di) — {«i, a2 , 0}. Thus, following Theorem 1, for an affine schedule to exist 
one should have

ATz - AT e + 7^ - 7y > 0

where x takes the three values in N(a,i). We also should have ATa; > 0. If these five inequalities are 
written in the matrix form then we obtain

7y]
11100 

-1 -1-100 i A 2 ] 10010
22111 > [1 1 1 1

Note that the above set of inequalities is very similar to those we obtained while discussing afRne schedules 
for RIAs. If the above linearly indexed statement is the only one in the algorithm, then a solution to the 
scheduling problem is given by,

AI = 1; A 2 = 1; 7^ = 7y = 0.

a
Example 2: In this example we shall show a simple example where the sufficient conditions discussed 

in [20], [21] fail to yield an affine schedule; however, we shall show that our procedure can be easily used 
to determine an affine schedules. Let us consider the following two linerly indexed assignment codes:

3i(*', j) = fi(Vi(i - 1, -*' - 1)) and x2(i,j) = fi(y2 (j - 1, -j)) 

where 0 < z, j < n. In the above statements the indexing matrices and there differences are«-«,- f° °i- PI QI - 11 •
Pi =

o i J ' Ql - [ -i o

1 °1 0 -
0 1 j • «« -

" 0 -1
0 1

P2-Q-2 =
1 1 
o o

Now, one can easily verify that the only vector A that satisfies (7) is A = 0 i.e. , AT(Pi - Q\) = 0 and 
AT(P2 - Qi) = 0 imply that A = 0. Hence, the above set of linearly indexed codes cannot be scheduled 
using the sufficient conditions stated in [20], [21].

One can however, carry out an analysis similar to that in example 1 and show that a valid scheduling 
vector can be given as:

AI = 1, A 2 = 1, r = 0.

D
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3 Further Analysis of Schedules

In [11], [18], it is shown that if uniform affine schedules do not exist for any given RIA, then one can
determine schedules that are still affine but not uniform; however, the I/O latency of the algorithm can no
longer be 0(N). In fact, the I/O latency will be in general O(Nk) (k > 2), where k is determined by the
depth of the computability tree. One can also show by construction (see [11]) that such RIAs (which we
have termed as non -systolic) have polynomially long paths in their dependence graphs.

In the case of linearly indexed codes, however, if one fails to find an affine schedule it does not rule
out the possibility that the algorithm may still have an I/O latency of 0(N). This is so, because the
dependence graph of the algorithm can be partitioned into several regions. Each such region can have
affine schedules that are also consistent along the boundaries with the schedules of other regions. On the
other hand, we can easily construct example where there are quadratic paths in the dependence graphs
and decomposing the dependence graph into subgraphs will not help.

Thus, for scheduling linearly indexed codes, one not only has to pay attention to the dependences but
also to the structure and extent of the dependence graph. This added complexity has made the development
of an elegant theory for scheduling very hard. In fact, no results that can answer the general scheduling
problem for linearly indexed codes is available right now. In this section we shall look at a few examples,
and illustrate some of the points that we have made in the preceding discussion.

3.1 Matrix Transposition

The matrix transposition problem can be described as:

x(i,j) = y(j,i) V1<i,j<n

Here

and (P - Q)I = (i - j)
L

1
1 1

.

If an affine schedule exist then it should sat'sfy AT(P - Q) - yy > O. Clearly, one cannot determine
a non -trivial affine schedule that works for all (i, j). Because for i > j, one should have

and for i < j, one should have

AT [
1 J

>0

AT 11 <0.

The remedy is quite obvious in this case and involves breaking up the dependence graph into three regions.

1. i =j
In this region there is no global data dependency and hence there is no need for an affine schedules.

2. i > j
In this region, we want AT(P - Q)I > 0. Which implies we want [1 - i]A1 > 0. And this is satisfied
by the vector AT = [2 1].
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In [11], [18], it is shown that if uniform affine schedules do not exist for any given RIA, then one can 
determine schedules that are still affine but not uniform; however, the I/O latency of the algorithm can no 
longer be 0(N). In fact, the I/O latency will be in general O(Nk ) (k > 2), where k is determined by the 
depth of the computability tree. One can also show by construction (see [11]) that such RIAs (which we 
have termed as non-systolic) have polynomially long paths in their dependence graphs.

In the case of linearly indexed codes, however, if one fails to find an affine schedule it does not rule 
out the possibility that the algorithm may still have an I/O latency of O(N). This is so, because the 
dependence graph of the algorithm can be partitioned into several regions. Each such region can have 
affine schedules that are also consistent along the boundaries with the schedules of other regions. On the 
other hand, we can easily construct example where there are quadratic paths in the dependence graphs 
and decomposing the dependence graph into subgraphs will not help.

Thus, for scheduling linearly indexed codes, one not only has to pay attention to the dependences but 
also to the structure and extent of the dependence graph. This added complexity has made the development 
of an elegant theory for scheduling very hard. In fact, no results that can answer the general scheduling 
problem for linearly indexed codes is available right now. In this section we shall look at a few examples, 
and illustrate some of the points that we have made in the preceding discussion.

3.1 Matrix Transposition

The matrix transposition problem can be described as:

x(i, j) = ?/(j, i) V 1 < i, j < n 

Here
r 1 _i i

and (P-Q)/=(t-j)

If an affine schedule exist then it should satisfy AT(P — Q) + 7^ - 7^ > 0. Clearly, one cannot determine 
a non-trivial affine schedule that works for all (z, j). Because for i > j, one should have

and for i < j, one should have

AT [ i j < °-
The remedy is quite obvious in this case and involves breaking up the dependence graph into three regions.

In this region there is no global data dependency and hence there is no need for an affine schedules.

2. i > j
In this region, we want A^(P — Q)I> 0. Which implies we want [1 — l]Ai > 0. And this is satisfied 
by the vector Ajf = [21].
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3. j > i
A little thought will convince one that this is the dual of the previous case. Hence a valid scheduling
vector is AT = [1 2].

Thus in this example, we were able to determine affine schedule, for the given code in a piecewise fashion.
This piecewise scheduling procedure turns out to be very useful and illustrated next on a more involved
problem.

3.2 Gauss -Jordan Elimination Algorithm

In the Gaussian elimination algorithm (see e.g. , [5]) a given matrix A is transformed into an upper -
triangular matrix U by repeatedly applying elementary row or column operations. In the Gauss- Jordan
elimination algorithm, one attempts to transform the given matrix into a diagonal matrix D, using the
same kind of row operations. In fact in the ordinary Gaussian elimination algorithm, at the kth step, the
kth row is used to annihilate the aik entries for all rows i > k i.e. , it annihilates all the entries of the
updated matrix that are below the diagonal. In the Gauss -Jordan elimination algorithm on the other hand,
one attempts to annihilate the aik entries for all rows i # k i.e. , it tries to annihilate all elements both
above and below the diagonal. Thus the end result in the latter algorithm is to obtain a diagonal matrix
instead of an upper -triangular one.

Localized algorithms for Gaussian elimination algorithm without pivoting can be determined in a
systematic fashion and for a detailed description the reader is referred to [18]. Because of space constraints
here, we cannot go into the details of localizing the Gauss -Jordan elimination algorithm (see [14] for more
details). However, it suffices to mention here that the similarity of operations with the Gaussian elimination
algorithm, allows us to directly write down a linearly indexed single assignment code for the Gauss -Jordan
elimination algorithm:

For all triples (i, j, k) , i # k, k < j < N and 1 < k < N - 1 do

a(i, j, k + 1) := a(i, j, k) a(i, a(k,)k(, k )

j, k)

and a(i, j, k + 1) = a(i, j, k) if i = k. Note that, at each step one could divide the kth row by the diagonal
entry akk and thereby obtain an identity matrix as output instead of a general diagonal matrix. However,
it only adds to the complexity of the notations and does not help in illustrating any new concept, and this
additional step has been skipped here.

A trivial affine schedule can be obtained for the above linearly indexed code by choosing A = [0 0 1]T.
However, this is a schedule that satisfies the condition stated in (7), and has the usual drawbacks. In
particular, the scheduling vector is orthogonal to the global dependences, and hence will not be a valid
schedule for any localized version of the above SAC. For example, a(i, j, k + 1) depends on a(k, j, k), hence
the difference in the indexing matrices is

1 0 -1
P - Q = 0 0 0

0 0 0

and obviously [0 0 1](P - Q) = O. Hence, a more interesting problem is to determine affine schedules for
the localized algorithm.
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3. j > i
A little thought will convince one that this is the dual of the previous case. Hence a valid scheduling 
vector is A^T = [12].

Thus in this example, we were able to determine affine schedule, for the given code in a piecewise fashion. 
This piecewise scheduling procedure turns out to be very useful and illustrated next on a more involved 
problem.

3.2 Gauss-Jordan Elimination Algorithm

In the Gaussian elimination algorithm (see e.g. , [5]) a given matrix A is transformed into an upper- 
triangular matrix U by repeatedly applying elementary row or column operations. In the Gauss-Jordan 
elimination algorithm, one attempts to transform the given matrix into a diagonal matrix J9, using the 
same kind of row operations. In fact in the ordinary Gaussian elimination algorithm, at the kth step, the 
kih row is used to annihilate the a^ entries for all rows i > k i.e. , it annihilates all the entries of the 
updated matrix that are below the diagonal. In the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm on the other hand, 
one attempts to annihilate the a^ entries for all rows i ^ k i.e. , it tries to annihilate all elements both 
above and below the diagonal. Thus the end result in the latter algorithm is to obtain a diagonal matrix 
instead of an upper-triangular one.

Localized algorithms for Gaussian elimination algorithm without pivoting can be determined in a 
systematic fashion and for a detailed description the reader is referred to [18]. Because of space constraints 
here, we cannot go into the details of localizing the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm (see [14] for more 
details). However, it suffices to mention here that the similarity of operations with the Gaussian elimination 
algorithm, allows us to directly write down a linearly indexed single assignment code for the Gauss-Jordan 
elimination algorithm:

For all triples (ij, k) , t ^ jfe, Jk < j < N and 1 < k < N - 1 do

r • i. i i\ c - M a(^ k -> fc Xfc? J? *0 a(», j, k + 1) := a(t, j, fc) - -^—— V .——-
a(K, &, K)

and a(z, j, k + 1) = a(i, j, k) if i — k. Note that, at each step one could divide the kth row by the diagonal 
entry a^k and thereby obtain an identity matrix as output instead of a general diagonal matrix. However, 
it only adds to the complexity of the notations and does not help in illustrating any new concept, and this 
additional step has been skipped here.

A trivial affine schedule can be obtained for the above linearly indexed code by choosing A = [0 0 1] T . 
However, this is a schedule that satisfies the condition stated in (7), and has the usual drawbacks. In 
particular, the scheduling vector is orthogonal to the global dependences, and hence will not be a valid 
schedule for any localized version of the above SAC. For example, a(i, j, k+ 1) depends on a(fc, j, &), hence 
the difference in the indexing matrices is

P-Q =
1 0 -1
000
000

and obviously [0 0 l](P — Q) = 0. Hence, a more interesting problem is to determine affine schedules for 
the localized algorithm.
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The localized algorithm for the region k > i> N will be the same as the one for Gaussian elimination
without pivoting (readers are again referred to [18], [14] for more details) and can be written as

1(i, j, k) if j > (k +1)
1(i,j+1, k) = a(i, j, k) if ju(i, j, k)

u(i, j, k) if i> (k +1)u(i +1, j, k)=
a(i, j, k) if i = k

a(i, j, k + 1) = a(i, j, k) - 1(i, j, k)u(i, j, k)
In the region 1 < i < k - 1, however, the variable u needs to be propagated in a different direction and the
localized algorithm for the region is can be given as

11(i, j, k) if j > (k +1)
11(i, j + 1, k) = a(i, j, k) if

.
k

u(i, j, k)

ul(i } 1, j k) = ul(Z j, k) if i > (k +1)
a(z, j, k) if i = k

a(i, j k + 1) = a(i j k) - k)

Thus the displacement matrix in the region 1, given by k < i < N, is

1 0 0

D1 = 0 1 0

0 0 1

and that in the region 2 is
1 0 0

D1 = 0 -1 0

0 0 1

Now if we want scheduling vectors Al and A2 such that Ai D1 > [1 1 1] and A2 D2 > [1 1 1] , then
a possible set of solution is AT = [1 1 1] and AT = [1 - 1 1]. Thus, the two regions have two different
schedules and one can verify that these schedules are also consistent along the boundary.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have investigated procedures to schedule linearly indexed codes by using affine functions.
We have shown that under certain general assumptions, affine schedules can be determined by solving a
set of linear inequalities. We have also studied cases where affine schedules do not exist. It was shown that
failure to determine an affine schedule for the whole algorithm, need not imply that one cannot partition
the given linearly indexed code and determine different affine schedules for different partitions. However,
the problem of scheduling any given linearly indexed code or localized algorithms has not been solved
completely. This problem is made complicated by the fact that the schedules are not only determined
by the dependences (as is the case for RIAs) but also by the structure and the size of the complete
dependence graph.
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l(i, j + !,*) =
/(*, j, k) if j>(k + l)
a(*> J'» *0 !f 7- _ * 
«(», j, fc) ' J ~

a(i, j, fc + 1) = a(i, j, k) - /(i, j, A;)^(i, j, A;)

In the region 1 < i < fc — 1, however, the variable t/ needs to be propagated in a different direction and the 
localized algorithm for the region is can be given as

/i(t, j, fc) if j > (fc+1) 

w(t, j, A:)

I fll Z. 7^ A/ I II v — AC 

v 5 J 9 "T~ -*• / ~^ v 9 ^9 / ~~ 1 v / J ' / 1 v 9 J'

Thus the displacement matrix in the region 1, given by k < i < N, is

1 0 0
0 1 0

and that in the region 2 is

1
.001

1 0
0 -1
0 0

Now if we want scheduling vectors AI and A2 such that Af D\ > [111] and A^Dz > [111], then 
a possible set of solution is A^ = [111] and A^ = [1 — 1 1]. Thus, the two regions have two different 
schedules and one can verify that these schedules are also consistent along the boundary.

4 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have investigated procedures to schedule linearly indexed codes by using afHne functions. 
We have shown that under certain general assumptions, affine schedules can be determined by solving a 
set of linear inequalities. We have also studied cases where affine schedules do not exist. It was shown that 
failure to determine an affine schedule for the whole algorithm, need not imply that one cannot partition 
the given linearly indexed code and determine different affine schedules for different partitions. However, 
the problem of scheduling any given linearly indexed code or localized algorithms has not been solved 
completely. This problem is made complicated by the fact that the schedules are not only determined 
by the dependences (as is the case for RIAs) but also by the structure and the size of the complete 
dependence graph.
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